
SOWA is the elegant wireless speaker 
system designed for both homes, 

events and everywhere else.

www.sowasound.com
info@sowasound.com  
+45 42 70 70 75



SOWA lets you play unlimited speakers 

wirelessly together - live. We call our 

technology SOWA Link.

Set up as many speakers as you need 

without having to worry about cables.  

SOWA Link runs on 2,4 GHz like Wifi 

and Bluetooth, but is nothing like its two 

siblings. 

Sound quality is great, the battery will last 

for days, latency is ultra low, and the range 

is huge.

Link.



Sound Pressure Level 101 dB at 1 meter.

Processing Dedicated DSP and active crossover, effective protection 

circuits.

Stereo Speakers can wirelessly play either left, right, or a mono sum of 

the stereo image.

Drivers 6” woofer (40 W) and a compact large surround (30W)  Fre-

quency range from ~75 Hz to 20 kHz ± 3 dB.

The SOWA speaker is tuned to perfection by skilled audio pro-

fessionals at the Bang & Olufsen test facilities and Soundhub 

Denmark.

SOWA Link Connect as many speakers as you need.

2,4 GHz proprietary wireless audio transmission – not wifi, not 

Bluetooth, but free ISM band in the whole world.

Extremely resilient towards wifi and bluetooth signals.

+200 m range (line of sight).

Low latency (15 ms).

48 kHz 16 bit stereo stream.

Power & Playtime Battery energy capacity: 97 Wh.

+25 hours of playtime (on 80% volume).

External power supply AC100-240v in 50/60 Hz DC26V 2A out.

Ultra efficient, Danish designed digital amplification.

SOWA Pro Controls Control local volumes on each speaker.

Adjust delay setting on each speaker (0 – 290 miliseconds ≈ 

96 meters).

Three XLR presets: no processing (flat), handheld mic, and 

Headset.
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note: the frequency response reflects a SOWA tuned for flatness. The end
product may differ slightly due to loudness and other processing.


